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Compare this article with writings by the following authors in this 

Bausch - a later exponent of dance theatre1 who owes much to her precedent 
Brown, Cunningham and Rainer- later dancers who largely reject the idea of 

expression 
Duncan - her contemporary 
Hijikata- a later Japanese exponent of Butoh, in direct lineage 
Humphrey - another early modern dancer 
Martin - a contemporary definition of early modern dance 
Schlemmer- a contemporary, European modern choreographer who placed 

on the visual 

Stanislavski, Artaud, Brecht, Meyerhold and Piscator- useful comparisons 
period. 
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& Evans. 

Wigman, M. (1975) The Mary Wigman Book, trans. and ed. W. Sorell, MiddletcJwr!.' 
Conn.: Wesleyan University Press. 

Chapter 49 

Raymond Williams 

ARGUMENT: TEXT AND 

PERFORMANCE 

T HE WORD drama is used in tvvo main ways: first, to describe a 
literary work, the text of a play; and, second, to desClibe the 

performance of this ''vork, its production. Thus, the text of King Lear 
is drama, and Shakespeare, as a writer, a dramatist; >vhile a perform
ance of King Lear- is also drama, its players engaged in a drainatic 
activity. The acts of V>'Titing a play and of performing it are clearly 
distinct, as are the expe1iences of reading a play and of watching its 
performance, yet the word dmma is equally rneanillgful when applied 
to either. Nor is the coincidence of the word accidental: for drama, 
as a literary fonn, is a work intended for performance, and, sim
ilarly, the great majority of performances are of literary works. It is 
true that we find, at one extreme, works which are cast in a dramatic 
fonn, but which are now very difficult or impossible to perform, and 
are therefore mainly !mown to us throUgh reading; and again, :at the 
other extreme, we find some performances which are not based on 
any written ·work, or on any complete written work, or which, if so 
based, are not accompanied by publication, so that we can know the 
work only in performance. These extremes are both drama; but the 
nonnal situation is that there is a work of literature, the play, which 
is intended to be performed, but can also be read} and which, in 
either case, we shall properly recognize as dra1na. 

When a dramatist writes a play, he is not writing a story which 
others can adapt for performance: he is vvriting a literary work in 
such a manner that it can be directly pcrforn1ed. 
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Dramatic action 
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Drama can be further defined as action, which is the meaning of the original Greek 
word [6Q<'iJ.la]. Action, as a defmition, can usefully indicate the method of the 
literary fonn, or the process of the theatrical performance. It must not be used, 

however, as if it were equivalent to a certain kind of performance, or a certain 
kind of dramatic substance. Action refers to the nature of the literary conception; 
to the method of the literary work; and to the manner of its communication. 

Further, because of the great variety of the dramatic tradition, it refers, at 

different times and in different places, to methods which differ, and which have 
to be distinguished. On the basis of the perfonnances that have been considered, 
we can distinguish four kinds of dramatic action: 

(a) Acted Speech: the kind of action found in the Antigone, in the medieval plays, 
and in parts of the Elizabethan drama. Here, the drama is conceived, and the 
literary work is written, in such a way that when, in the known conditions 
of perfonnance, the words arc enacted, the whole of the dra1na is thereby 
communicated. Further, the literary fOrm~ the detailed arrangement of the 
words~ prescribes, in the known conditions, the exact action. There is no 
important action that is separate from the words- 'the poetry is the action'. 
The action is a necessary unity of speech and movement- 'acted speech'; 

and where there are minor actions that are separate, these again. are pre
scribed- by thc"form·as··a--_whole·,_ 'vhich is- fully realized in' the words, written 
for knmvn performance conditions. 

(b) Visual Enactment: the kind of action developed from the separate minor actions 

of the previous form. Here, an action exactly prescribed by the literary form, 
but not directly accompanied by speech, is separately performed. When a 
performer enacts an emotion, in Tesponse to tl1c speech of another, the begin
nings of this method are evident. It is taken further, as in tl1e final ascent 
of Everyman, when an action is made necessmy by the speech of another. 
Finally, a situation that has already been defined in speech may be separately 
enacted, ,vithout speech, as in the duel of Hamlet and Laertes; or may be 
separately enacted, to the accompaniment of the speech of a narrator; or, in 
the simplest example, may (as in the early Elizabethan dumb-show) precede 
the full perfonnance. This kind of action has been separately developed, as 
in various fonns of dance-drama, and of ballet: in Yeats's At the Hawk's Well, 

the form of the hawk's dance is prescribed by the literary work, but the 
detail is determined by the actual dancer; in ballet, the separate enactment 
has become a whole art, and does not directly depend on a literary work. 

(c) Activity: the kind of action, as in The Feast at Solhoug, 'vhich, in our time, is 
often thought to he the on-!J kind of dra1natic action. Here, there is no diTect 
unity of speech and movement; but the move1nent, usually arranged in a 
pattem of exciting events, is primary, and the dramatic speech exists mainly 
to give the cue for these events, to explain them, and to punch1ate them by 
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sin1ple cries of alarm, wan1ing, shock and so on. It is not a verbal design 
being communicated in a whole action, but a series of events being inter
mittently accompanied by words. 

(d) BehaYiour: the kind of action, as in The SeagHll, v.rhcrc the words and 
move1nent have no direct and necessary relation, but derive, as it were 
separately, from a conception of 'probable behaviour' in the ciTcumstances 
presented. Words and move1nents often equally communicate the dramatic 
experience, but not in a design of 'acted speech'; the speech, as we have 
seen in the performance of The Seagull, is often separate from the 'acting'. 
The speech is prescribed, but the 'acting', and 'setting', and therefore the 
action as a whole must often be separately inferred, even where the 
conditions of performance are knov;,rn. 

The distinction of these foUT kinds of action is, it will be noted, based largely on 
matters of crriphasis. We often find a. single play containing action of more than 
one type, but the range nevertheless remains clear. It is in these terms that we can 
rmderstand the essential difference between, say, the Antigone and The Seagull, 

although both are works of dramatic literatUTe. It is in these terms, also, that the 
varying relation between text and performance in drama must be rmderstood. 

The relation of text. and performance 

Drama is commonly nude of four elements: speech (in its most general sense, 
including, at times, singing and recitative, as well as dialogue and conversation); 
mm'ement (including gesture, dance, physical enachnent,- and acted event); design 

(including scene, scenery, cosh1me and effects·of lighting); and sound (as distinct 
fr01n the usc of the human voice- e.g. music, 'sound effects'). All these clements 
can appear in performance; what is variable is their relation to the literary work, 
the text. For example, in the categories of action already distinguished: 

(a) Acted Speech: when a text of this kind- e.g. the Antigone- is set in the known 
conditions of performance for which the dramatist was writing, the full detail 
of the performance is seen to be presaibed. Speech and movement are deter
mined by the an-angernent of the words, according to the known conventions; 
design and sound arc again conventional, known to the dramatist from the 
conditions of performance, and controlled by him in these terms. In such a 
case, the dramatist is not only writing a literary work; he is also, by the use 
of exact conventions, w1jting the peiformance. Perfonnance, here, is a physical 
commmrication of a work that is, in its text, dramatically complete. 

(b) Visual Enactment: here the relation of text and performance "Will vary 
according to the degree of convention of what is to be visually enacted. 
Where this is fully conventional (a precisely known action or pattern of 
movements) the text exactly prescribes the performance, by. stage direction, 
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or by necessary inference from_ the verbal design. In other cases, the text 
does no more than prescribe an dfect, of which the means must be worked 

out in performance. 
(c) Activily: here, although the text may in a general way prescribe the action, 

the effect of the performance will usually be very different from the effect 
of the text alone. The physical action will take charge, and the ''vords ,011 
be suBordinate to it. It is unusual for a dramatist vt'Titing a play of this type 
to realize, in his own wm·k, the full dramatic movement; and there will 
usually be scope for considerable variation in performance; cspeciaJly since 
the movements will normally be a representation of events, detailed means 

of which will be usually left to performance. 
(d) Behaviour: here we find the widest separation between text and perfonn

ance. TI1e prescribed dramatic speech is 'probable conversation', and be
cause in this there can be no exact relation between the arrangement of 
words and the method of speaking them, the performance will ine,~tably be 
an 'interpretation' of the text, and hence subject to wide variation. Move
ment and scene will he described :in general terms, of which the detail is left 
to performance; but because they are understood as 'probable behaviour' 
and 'probable setting', they will be subject to further variations of inter
pretation. Indeed, the performance of a text of this kind is based less on the 
text than on a response to the text. This type, in fact, is often nearer to 'a story 
which others adapt for·performance' than to the text which has only to be 

communlcatedto be full)'pe,fC>l'med. 

On the basis of these distinctions, it is evident that there is no constant relation 
between text and performance in drama. Moreover, the variations have always 
to be understood in tenns of changing methods of dramatic writing and playing. 
As a matter of theory, the variations have to be recognized; we must always 
clarify the alternative areas of fact. Because, in our own tilne, the normal types 
of dramatic action are 'activity' and 'behaviour', the necessary separation of 

text and performance has often been taken for granted, and, as a consequence, a 
separation has been assumed benveen literature and theatre. The separation is 
real, in much of our uvvn drama; but we must not allow ourselves to be per
suaded that it is inherent in all drama. At first, we can say that 'here it is so, and 
there not so', and this is important, as a counter to dogma. But then, inevit
ably, we must go on to express preferences between the alternatives. We must 
make, not only the theoretical recognition, but also a practical criticism; and, 
in this, the emphasis will tend to fall on the dramatic problems of our own day. 

Action and reality 
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We have been looking at methods of writing and methods of performance. These 
methods acquil·e, at a certain point, a material reality: most notably in the 
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structures of theab·es, but also in forms of texts. Any reality inherited in this way 
sets certain limits, indicates- certain bearings, for the making of drama, Without 
this inheritance, the drama could not work at all, but in periods of change the 
restrictions can he. very obvious. In fact, during the last hlmdred years, most 
serious dran1atists have complained of these restrictions, and many of them have 
been in active revolt against what seemed a settled and frustrating establishment. 
Out of the energy of this revolt, most of the important new work has come. 

Yet we must not put our whole emphasis on this revolt against established 
structures and conventions. For if we doj we are describing it in too negative a 

way. The only positive description we shall be left with is an unfocused, an 
lin precise, creative energy. What has always to be emphasized is the profound 
relation between methods of writing and performance and particular views of 
reality. In each generation, the old methods are called conventional, but in an art 
like the drmna the successful new method is in itself a convention. The writing 
and performance of drama depends on that kind of agreement --it need not 
altogether be prior agreement; it can be reached in the act itself- on the nature 
of the action being presented. What is called conventional, in tl1e sense of an old 
routine, is a method or set of methods which presents a different kind of action, 
and through it a different kind of reality. 

An audience is always the most decisive inheritance, in any art It is the way 
in which people have lean1ed to see and respond that creates the first essential 
condition for drama. Thus we often take for granted that any audience will 
understand the highly conventional nature of any dramatic performance: that the 
action inhabits its own dimension, and is in that sense different from other kinds 
of action. Yet it is not only that in some other societies, where there is no 
effective dramatic tradition, we find that this very particular response- depend
ing on very intricate assumptions, adjustments and restraints, as is obvious when 
it has to be stated theoretically - can fail to he 1nade. It is also that even in 
societies with an effective and widespread dramatic tradition, there is great 
practical va1iation in the response itself. It is obvious, for example, in our ovvn 
society, that there is great uncertainty about the reality, and-the ilnplications for 
reality; of certain kinds of dramatic action, and about the c1iteria, the references, 
by which the reality of any particular play should be judged. This uncertainty has 
been much more evident since drama became a true majority fonn, especially on 
television. It is easy to respond to this, and to the kinds of complaint it continually 
generates, with an apparent sophistication, derived from a particular and leamed 
distinction between art and reality: 'it is only, after all, a pial, or 'we are not so 
nalve as to expect a play to reproduce reality exactly'. But this is not 1nuch more 
than a class habit. The responses being argued, the references being made, often 
in very ·confused local ways, seem to any historian of the drama the permanent 
and essential and very difficult questions, with which the long history of tl1e art 
has always been directly concerned. 

The relation between a dra1natic action and reality, that is to say, is not to 
be settled by a formula: by the effective dramatic methods, the conventions, of a 
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particular period. Dramatic actions at once express and test the 1nany versions of 

reality which are possible, and it is in the end a more selious response to a play 
to complain that a character 'should not have behaved like that' since the 

relation bcD.veen the action and the reality is then being actively weighed -than 
to reh·eat frmn such questions into some notion of aesthetic propriety, which in 

ruling out such a question would rule out also the major dramatic interests of the 

whole European tTadition. 

When the argument can be seen as an argrnnent about convention, there is 

a possibility of moving on from what is often an angry and very local confusion. 
But then to sec the problem as one of convention is only to raise, in a 1nore open 

way, very. sinillar questions about dramatic action and its relation to reality. For 

a convention is not just a method: an arbitrary and voluntary technical choice. It 

embodies in itself those emphases, omissions, valuations, interests, in differences; 

,~~,rhich compose a way of seeing lif~\ and drmna as part of life. Certainly we have 
to insist that the masked actors and chorus in the Theatre of Dionysus at Athens 

were not less real than the costumed actors on the furnished set of Caste- at- the 

Prince of Wales's Theatre, London. But we have then also to recognize that the 

reality, in each case, depends on a whole set of other interests, responses and 

assumptions; in fact on that selection of interests and values that we call a 
particular culh1re. 

This point bears both ways. It is useful as a defence against ri_gjd assumptions, 
about the 'true nature' of drama, or 'effective theah·e', in any particular period. 

As·wehave·-seen;·--tlle'·real range-of dramatic method, in w1iting and· in performance;· 

is immense. BUt this does not mean that the whole of this range is available to any~ 
one wishing to use it. On the contrary, a method can be effectively rooted in ex

perience only when it connects with ways of seeing and responding that are more 

than '1nethods'; when it connects 1vith real interests and possible ways of seeing-. 
One lesson that vve then have to draw is that some of the major drama of 

the past, which we can see to be superbly fashioned for its own purposes, is·; 
while always available as art (the art of another period, to be consciously looked 

at) not at all available, in the same way, as a basis for new work. In practice-; 

always, an apparent use of smne older dramatic method is a substantial change of 

it; in a new context. Where it is siinply transplanted (as in Eliot's drawing-room 

Eumenides) it is neither old. nor new, and no effective convention is discoverable: 

And where, as has happened, an older method is wholly reworked- as in Brecht's 

reworking of direct address, fron1 what had become localized as expositiol}} 
soliloquy and aside --- it begins to operate in a new structure of feeling, and. tO 
have quite different iinplications and effects. 

The magnificent design of a play like Sophocles' Antigone depends, that is td 
say 7 on an idea of design which is no longer generally dramatically available. The 

same- is true of Eve1yman, where the willingness to sec and respond in that 

a critical feature of the success of the method.- Such ideas of design are 

variable, as is already obvious between the Antigone and Evezyman. ·The es:seriti;ti 
design of Antony and Cleopatra - its responses to space and power, to Jove and 
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death-- is similarly particulaT. And I think \VC have to go on to recognize that 

'design', in lhese senses, is radically different from 'representation', in its modern 

senses. There is a critical and revolutionary change from drmnatic production of 

a design to the dramatic reproduction of a different and more locally hmnan order 
of experience. The naturalist revolution has been very long; some of its elements 

appear, ah·eady, in the transition from medieval to Elizabethan drama. But it was 

only when it was almost complete that we could see its full ilnplications, which, 

were basically that human experience can be tmderstood in solely human terms, and 
that what has to be dramatized is this human action, however local it may seem, 

rather than the setting of this human action in a version of divine or cosmic reality. 

Certain essential changes of convention were made necessary by this new 

emphasis. These were part of the 1najor and ineversible change from feudal to 

bourgeois societies: a movement away from inb.insic design, hierarchy, and a 

perspective that reached beyond man. But the bourgeois revo1t was itself very 
complicated. At one obvious level, which seems to culminate in Caste and its 

llmumerablc successors, tl1e emphasis was on man wholly visible in society, whid1 

then allowed a method of dramatic representation, ahnost literally reproduction, 

that had its own internal consistencies but also, obviously, its limjts. Within this 

movement, and eventual1y declaring itself as its enemy, was an en1phasis on man, 
on his private and social experienCe, which was simultaneously an cn1phasis on his 

complexity, on his lack of transparency, and so on tl1e inadequacy of his ordinary 

external representations. This is the basis of the distinction we have already made 
betw-een 'the naturalist habit' and 'naturalism', but it is also the basis of a very 

important cmmection beD.veen naturalism, in this full sense, and its successors, in 
tun1 its enemies, which, in expressionism, symbolism and the absurd, created 

methods vvhich directly rather than indirectly dramatized the complex, the 

opaque and the internal experience. 

Tills cmmection fm·ther allows us to see a point of great significance in any 

contemporary consideration of dramatic action: that these later experimental 

forms shared with high naturalis1n an unusual fixity and stasis, for ''vhich, in the 
naturalist habit (from the indicated pictures of The London Merchant to the picture

frame stage of Caste) the theatres were already prepared. The structm·e of the 

Antigone, it is true, had been built on 1noments of achieved stasis: 1l1e indications, 

the sculptured scenes, that we noted. But there the design·; in the open theatre- as 

in the detailed experience of the writing, refened the audience outvirards, to an 

accessible order. The simpler Eireqman could build this order, with God on his 

scaffold, as the dramatic locale. It was only in Antony and Cleopatra, and, 
significantly, in the whole dra1na of that period, that movement itself, the direct 

drmnatization of historical action,- could be n1ade the basis of a dramatic 1ncthod. 

And this is above all an action in which men are making their innnediate history, 

rather than reacting to a history which- is detennii1ed or beii1g made outside the1n. 

But in the deadlock of high naturalism, and in the enclosed, static actions. of the 

counter-naturalist forms which suceeded it, there has been, especially ii1 the 

theatre, a progreSsive immobility, in most serious work. The stasis of Waiting .fOr 
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Godot is in that sense a true culmination. The Jirst form of this stasis was the 

as a room: not just the triumph of theatrical carpentry, but the conviction 
important reality occuned in romns - the romns of private houses - to 
report was carried, frmn which people looked and went out, but virhere 
cenb·al interest- what was cal1ed 'what happened, not to society, but to peool6' 

-was played through. Experiment, Vi>ithin naturalis1n, was then largely a se1:ie.<' ol 

indications,: by atmosphere, visual devices, desoiptions, insets, of what went 
and what c..xisted, beyond both the room and the stage. The second form of 
stasis was indeed a clearing of the room from the stage, but its replacement 
drama of a single mind, in which, so to say, those men sta1ing frmn the windo¥[;< 

of a naturalist room, feeling trapped and baflled as they looked out at the 
were replaced by a dra1natic form in which the stare from the 'i'Vindow ·was 
essential vie"'-rpoint on reality, and what was seen, in the action, ''vaS one 
version of his vwrld, within which be LTeated figures to enact it. 

What is then interesting is that the film and television camera, which:''"'' 
radically extended the possible range of dramatic methods, ·could be used for· 
of these underlying conventions. They could look into the roo1n, with ~'·ot;;~'·5 
subtlety of detail in this face, this hand, this object, and they could 
technically, many of the problems of inset, extension, visual device. In a majc•rity 
of cases, they have- done no 1nore; the essential conventions arc still of the 
as a room, with some mechanically extending moven1ents beyond it. Or, 
different convention, the camera could be, more powerfully than on the stages 
expre~;siOI'liSfil';·- symbolism ~-and -"the-- ·ahsrn·d;· ci"Watchii1g·· and shaping' ·eye, 
made a version of the world, and composed figures within it. 

These seen1, novv, ~e serious uses, but we have to remember how 
was that element of the high bourgeois drama in which reaction rather than action? 
was selected for emphasis. It is one thing to react ·when there is an order to 
to: as in the quite different dramatic designs of Greek, medieval; neo-classical 
some Renaissance drama. It is quite anorl1er n1atter, in our kind of world, 

exclude decisive action direct intervention, open conflict, the acts of building 
and destroying - from the dramatic version of reality as a '"'hole. 

The mind seems to move, at this point. For it is of course true that in 
of the dramatic tradition, from the duel in Hamlet to the poisoning at Solhoug 
its many equivalents and successors, action, of an apparently direct kind, has 
cOnstantly dramatized and has been popular. What 'ive have to ask, I think, is 
that sort of action has been so commonly relegated to the less serious levels 
drama: 'blood-and-thunder'~ 'epic'; 'all action and no experience'. It is true 
most of it has been- self-sufficient and enclosed. The fight or the chase comes 

vi'ith a predictability, at certain points in the action, whtch n1akes certain 
however we respond to it at the time we have usualiy not seen or le;trn.ed 
anything that we would want to remember: that no dramatic experience, in 

full sense, as opposed to a te1nporarily exciting activity, has been created. But 
does not follow that the' 1nere exclusion of that.- kind of action - and 
resolution of all conflicts within the room or vvithin the mind - is any greatei 
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guarantee of dra1natic se1iousness. The assmnption that it is so· has more to· do 
-with certain habits of our culture than with the ·intrinsic possibilities of drama. 
What seems to matter, as we begin to look at it in this way, is why that kind of 
action was separated from serious dramatic experience, until to go beyond the 
room, or beyond tl1e observing mind, was not to go into the streets, the 
workplaces~ the assemblies, but into what seemed merely noisy, busy and 
extemal. In the popular drama, we have stayed with the dramatization of cdme, 
of historical actions, of adventure and exploration: significantly often in other 
places and other times, from the costume epic to the·Wcstern, but-often, also, in 
our o-wn places and Wnes, where the action is visible and where it can be said to 

be, as in that regular metaphor, dramatic. 

Action and writing 

The problem of the theatre retums to haunt us. For it is the equation of drama 
with theatr'e that is now our most evident difficulty. In many theatres of the past, 
action of the most open kind could be written and played. But steadily, the walls 
were built: around the action, and around the whole performance. A moving and 
open art became relatively static and framed; and a quite different 'art of the 
theatre' was developed within these voluntary limits. A division occurred, 
beDNeen 'i'vriting and action, which has become moTe apparent in each successive 
phase of this culture. One of the.sources of tllis division was print: the attachment 
of writing to this static form, away from the human voices and n1ovements to 
which it stood in a merely abstract relation; Another source, of a deeper kind, 
was a revaluation of action within the society. Ccrtai11 'representative' modes of 
ch·amatic Wliting seem to have developed, hand in hand, vvith certain 'represent
ative' institutions for political action and decision. Near their most serious 

interests, most men leamcd to give up the idea of intervention, participation, 
direct action, even as a possibility, in favour of indirect, conventional and reacting 
fonns. Ibe desire for action was not lost, but was specialized to certain areas, 
away from central concerns. It seems paradoxical to say that the drama has lost 
the secret of action when Drury Lane, in the nineteenth century, could put· on its 
stage a huge tank for a naval battle ot lines for a b·ain crash, or when comtncrcial 
television, in our own pcriod1 shows every night, in careful detail, a bank 
robbery, a murder, a fight between spies, a nmning battle across a plain. But the 
truth is that these things· can be enacted, because they belong in the tnargins of the 
society and the mind. Other things can be discussed, reacted to, but only rarely 
shown~ In particular, any decisive action, in which men in general try to change 
their condition, is w1consciously· ruled out. The social like the spiritual crisis is 
resolved by adjustment, in wllich the world can be rearranged in the mind, or 
presented in a singular distortion, but not; in the dramatic action, fully engaged 
virith, struggled against, altered. This deep lack in the society has been the source 
of the dramatic crisis as of so much else. Our enclosed theatres, in which the acts 
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of adjustment grow constantly in refinement, can be seen as its temples. Film 
television, inherently more open and active fonns, repeated this essential 

in a majority of cases: ·vvhether as marginal spectacle or as enclosed aGJ[UStmel)' 

Briefly, in the Romantic dra1na, after the French Revolution, action was 

back into dran1atic writing, but this drama never found its adequate tluoatre.{! 
our own time, as in some parts of the world some deadlocks have been 

the cinema': has dramatized direct action, not just as spectacle - the 

tank swollen to a giant set- but as contemporary reality, in which men move an 

decide, on their most serious experiences. Here, undoubtedly, is the 
growth of any drama of our century: to go where reality is being fiCJJcmed; 

work, in the streets, in assemblies, and to engage at those points with cwe.rtmn: 
needs to which the actions relate. 

Writing a dramatic action 
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Drama is always so central an element of the life of a society that a rhon<>e 

n1ethods cannot be isolated from much vvider changes. While people's ±e•elildgi 
essentially, are shut up in rooms, the drama will stay with the1n. While 

only interesting, because distanced and uninvolving, in crilne and sensation 

distant places and times, tl1e majority forms will go on serving tlwse 
While society is generalized,· and separated from the life of the individual, 

will.pirrSue COlltcri:i}SOtal~-fi~ealitj llo't-as a human ne'e'd bUt as a. general rep<It't) 
in the rise of documentary as a method. TI1e important changes 

together or not at all, but this is not to say that they ,vill all cmne at once, 

sudden transformation. They virill come here and there, as possible new 
and methods. 

And it is then worth considering the problems of the dramatist,. in 

of change. At a certain point, as we have seen, dramatists stopped WJitino· "''tirii 
in any whole sense, and either wrote a pattern of response, which 

of stage-management, naturalist acting and production: built into. a ucrfcmna:di 
or sketched a general action _.:.. '\vhat is still sometimes called a scenario 

tl1ey would ptmchlate witl1 directions, exclamations and the necessary m:llll.mt 

of information, the real action- being staged by someone other than the 

usually the spectacular producer or director. Plays became sctipts: stc>m,g '>Vh 

others adapted for perfonnance, whether of a naturalist or spectacular KU1U .. dl 

this convention, now-,· has been deeply learned; it is what is asked. for;-
vVIiters exist to provide. 

In the enclosed conditions of the .. theatres, . a dramatist who goes 

learns the accepted rules can ''vrite a work which goes '\vith the grain, 
that sense cmnplete·. But the major difficulty is still that these rules are 

the. facts of performance; they are the expression of a particular 

feelingj a set of interests; valnations and indifferences·. In son1e Ways this 

breaking dOwn, and there is an evident restlessness. Certain kill cis ot act1o1LC 
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still be written there 1 especially ''vhen what is ordinarily an inert and conventional 

self-consciousness, inherent in recent theatre history, can be actively used, as in 
smne of Brecht, as an experienc<.~ rather than a method: an a\vareness of presence, 

challenge, alternative ways of seeing, participation, breaking 1l1e line betvveen 

audience and stage. 
But it is in a different direction from that of the majority forms, in cinema 

and television. There the drama can move beyond representation and mime, to 

direct production. For the enclosed sensibility, this is a loss of the meaning of 

theatre. For the newly open and mobile experience, it is an unparalleled 

opportmllty, and the dran1atist can, in new ways, -wTite his action directly. Live 
performance, of course, is given up, and this is smne loss, especially in terms of 

existing kinds of perfonnance. But what is gained is the possibility of control, in 

the essential continuity of creation and production. A dramatic action can he 

composed, in its final form, in a way much more satisfactory than the apparent 
finality of print, which, as we have seen, turns out, in performance, to need 

radical reworking to becon1e dra1na, unless, as in certain situations in the past, the 

Conventions are so settled that the creation and the perfonnance can be essential1y 

Vi'1itten in a single text. Those settled conditions are unlikely to recur; they 

belonged vvith particular and now 1mavailable sOcieties; only permanent cmn

patries, in this place and that, can offer, loca11y, any comparable integrity. 
A dramatic action can then be cmnposed, in its final fonn, by the use of the 

camera, in television and fihn. But in practi-ce this is still very difficult, because of 

the transfeT of habits from the theatres, and because of the quite new problems 

of writing which the dramatist encounters. To Wlite an action, for this means of 

performance, is not simply to write a report of an action, or even its detailed 
description; it is also to write the 1novemcnts as they are to be made, and 

simultaneously the ways in which the movements are to be seen. To Vi'lite a 

'scene', again, is not to write a general description, and of course not one or two 

static settings, but to integrate all that is to be seen with the prhnary '\iVriting of 

movements and viewpoints._ What had been separated, as actors' movements and 

settings, must now be wTitten in a single fonn. Speech, similarly, and any 
associated sound, must be wTitten virithin this form, and yet, in another way, 1nust 

contain this form: not words in front of a backgrmmd, nor words accompanying 

movement, but Vi'Ords, scene and movement in a single dimension of writing. 

The difficu1ties arc enonnous. As Bergman noted, son1e of the essential 

notation does not yet exist. And it is then possible for writers to retreat to 'the 

story which others adapt for performance', or for the \'\'Titer-director, more often 
in practice the director-'\'\'1·iter, to emerge as the dominant figure. The Wl·iter who 

is not a technician can then n1n for the theatres, and leave the new forms alone. 

The major expense of this kind of production, and the commercial or bureau

cratic pressures which can bear so heavily, have already made an atmosphere from 

which 1nany people involved have wanted to rw1. 
The opportunities, however, re1naih. Not only in methods, hut in the 

existence of audiences, not simply larger but of a different kind: untrained to 
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existing theatrical conventions, and sometimes surprisingly open to new dramatic 

experience: to new relations, in fact, bctvvccn dramatists and audiences, of a 
more open and public kind. Some of the essential writing has to be done in forms 

moving away from print: in writing and recording voices- not only local rhythms 

but more general rhythms and sequences - and in stills and in actual work at the 

place of production. This co-operative work has to be consciously learned by a 
writer .. It Is often avoided because of the fear of 'creation by committee', but it 

need not be always Hke this, and in some actual cases has not been like it. In a 

slowly and consciously assonbled form, very similar in that respect to writing, 

co-operation can be very different from what is possible in a relatively sudden and 
separate perfonnance. In these conditions the new methods can in practice be 
made. 

Conclusion 
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I have taken the argument this far, fi·om account and classification to criticism and 
recommendation, because a serious interest in drama in performance must 
always, in the end, move to what is now actually happening. The practical details 
belong to specific work: not methods but experiences: actual texts in pcrfonn
ance. What begins, though, as a practical problem in ''VTiting needs to go, 
sometimes, into history and theory: as a vvay of clearing the mind and of 
hcgili.njng- a, di$Cil'Ssioi). 

What I hope this essay has done, in its several practical examples of plays in 
performance, and then in argument, is to show, by the facts of variation, not only 
the rigidity of existing orthodox fOnnulas, but also the openings, the possibHities, 
and of course the restraints, in the existing situation. For any dramatic writer, the 
problem of the relation between text and performance is what he takes, repeat
edly, to his table; what he has been taking, in such differing circumstances, for 
more than two thousand years. For any actor, designer and director, the same 
land of problem - of moving the writing through to an actual production- is per
manent, though in its very permanence, as for the writer, various, experimental, 
changing. And for readers and audiences, these varying activities and relations, 
though they may·not directly work on them, are there all the time, so that what 
happens between text and performance is a continuing concern, in all that major 
area of vvriting and acting that is our traditional and our living drama. 

• • • 
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